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Research Infrastructures 

• Facilities, resources and related services 

–  Used by the scientific community  

• For research in their respective fields 

• Examples  

– large-scale research installations 

– Libraries, databases and archives 

– Integrated research installations 

– Communication networks 

– Distributed computing facilities 

– Data infrastructure 

– Observatories 

– Centres of competence  

• May be single-sited, distributed or virtual 
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ESFRI 

• Develop the integration of RIs in Europe 

– Addresses the fragmentation of policies 

– A coherent and strategy-led approach 

– Facilitates multilateral initiatives 

– Strengthen their international outreach 

– Leading to better use and development 

• Nominated by the Research Ministers 

– Of the Member and Associate Countries 

– A representative of the Commission 

– A joint vision and common strategy 

• The Roadmap 

– First published in 2006 

– Updated in 2008 and 2010 
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ESFRI 
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Astronomy 

Analytical facilities 

Physics 
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The ten ESFRI BMS research 

infrastructures in BioMedBridges cover: 
• biobanks 

• bioinformatics 

• translational research 

• clinical trials 

• structural biology 

• mouse biology 

• imaging 

• marine resources 

• highly contagious agents 

• chemical biology 

 Objectives: 
 Computational ‘data and service’ bridges between the BMS RIs 

 Interoperability between data and services in the biological, 

medical, translational and clinical domains (semantic 

integration) 

 Link basic biological research and data to clinical research and 

associated data 

 Connect existing data (no new data generated within the 

project) 

 By connecting it “at a click”, make data easily discoverable for 

researchers 

Data 

formats 

Data 

standards 

Types 

of data 
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• Enable multidisciplinary Environmental Scientists to 

access, study and correlate data from multiple domains 

for system-level research by providing solutions and 

guidelines for the RIs common needs. 

 

• Main products: 

– Reference Model 

– Data Discovery tool 

– Data Processing environment 
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maintaining languages, minds and societies sensing state of minds, 

cultures and societies 

DARIAH 

CLARIN 
ESS 
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Common Challenges 

  CRISP ENVRI DASISH BioMedBridges 

Data identity 

Data continuum         

Software identity         

Concept identity         

User identity management 

Common attribute scheme         

Common data standards and formats         

Service discovery         

Service market places         

Integrated data access and discovery         

Data storage facilities         

Data curation 

Privacy and security         

Dynamic data management         

User community body         

Semantic annotations and bridging         

Reference models         

Education & training         
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User Community Body 

• Relevance of an e-infrastructure 

– Defined by its users and the scientific research that it supports 

• Requirements of the researcher must drive the development 

– European e-infrastructure is growing 

– Important that user communities are able to voice requirements  

• Help drive the direction of their evolution.  

• European e-infrastructure providers need requirements  

– From a wide variety of user communities  

• Not necessarily the end users themselves 

• Institute or project that supports 

• For individual research infrastructures 

– Cooperating infrastructures in a scientific domain 

– Beneficial to exchange experiences with the user communities 

• Many existing initiatives for user engagement 

– Appling many different strategies 

– Remain highly fragmented 

– The user forum should be seen as a complementary  

 


